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Autoscaling Workloads with Kubernetes

Kubernetes dynamically resizes clusters by using the Kubernetes Cluster Autoscaler (on Amazon EKS)
or cluster-autoscaler (on Azure). The cluster autoscaler changes the desired capacity of an autoscaling group
to expand or contract a cluster based on pod resource requests.

Note:  Cloudera Machine Learning in Private Cloud does not currently support GPUs.

Scaling Up

The primary trigger for scaling up (or expanding) an autoscaling group is failure by the Kubernetes pod scheduler
to find a node that meets the pod’s resource requirements. In Cloudera Machine Learning (CML), if the scheduler
cannot find a node to schedule an engine pod because of insufficient CPU or memory, the engine pod will be in
“pending” state. When the autoscaler notices this situation, it will change the desired capacity of the autoscaling
group (CPU or GPU) to provision a new node in the cluster. As soon as the new node is ready, the scheduler will
place the session or engine pod there. In addition to the engine pod, certain CML daemonset pods will also be
scheduled on the new node.

The time taken to schedule an engine pod on a new node depends on the amount of time the autoscaler takes to add a
new node into the cluster, plus time taken to pull the engine’s Docker image to the new node.

Scaling Down

A cluster is scaled down by the autoscaler by removing a node, when the resource utilization on the given node is less
than a pre-defined threshold, provided the node does not have any non-evictable pods running on it. This threshold is
currently set to 20% CPU utilization. That is, a node is removed if the following criteria are met:

• The node does not have non-evictable pods
• The node's CPU utilization is less than 20%
• The number of active nodes in the autoscaling group is more than the configured minimum capacity

It is possible that certain pods might be moved from the evicted node to some other node during the down-scaling
process.

Limitations on Azure

On Azure, there are some specific limitations to how autoscaling works.

• CPU nodes cannot scale down to zero. You can only have one or more CPU nodes.
• Autoscaling down is sometimes blocked by Azure services. You can check the cluster autoscaler logs to see if this

is occurring.

Autoscaling on Private Cloud

CML on Private Cloud supports application autoscaling on multiple fronts. Additional compute resources are utilized
when users self-provision sessions, run jobs, and utilize other compute capabilities. Within a session, users can also
leverage the worker API to launch resources necessary to host TensorFlow, pytorch, or other distributed applications.
Spark on Kubernetes scales up to any number of executors as requested by the user at runtime.

Autoscale Groups
A Cloudera Machine Learning (CML) workspace or cluster consists of three different autoscaling groups: “infra”,
“cpu” and “gpu”. These groups scale independently of one another.

Infra Autoscaling Group

The Infra autoscaling group is created automatically when a user provisions a CML cluster, and is not configurable
from the UI. This group is meant to run the core CML services that are critical to the overall functioning of the
workspace. This group is loosely analogous to the master node of legacy CDSW, however it can scale up or down if
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necessary. The instance count for this group ranges from 1 to 3, with the default set to 2. The instance type used for
the group is m5.2xlarge on AWS, and Standard DS4 v2 on Azure.

CPU Autoscaling Group

The CPU autoscaling group forms the main worker nodes of a CML cluster, and is somewhat configurable from the
UI. The user can choose from three different instance types, and can also set the autoscaling range from 0 to 30 CPU
worker nodes. This group is meant to run general CPU-only workloads.

GPU Autoscaling Group (not available on Azure)

The GPU autoscaling group consists of instances that have GPUs, and are meant for workloads that require GPU
processing. Like the CPU group, this group is configurable from the UI. Unlike the CPU group, this group is meant
exclusively for sessions that request > 0 GPUs, and are therefore fenced off from CPU-only workloads, in part
because GPU instance types are much more expensive than regular instance types.

Critical and Non-critical Pods
The pods running various Cloudera Machine Learning (CML) services and jobs broadly fall into critical and non-
critical types.

Critical pods are protected from preemption by autoscaling to avoid interrupting important services. Most of the
pods running in the “infra” autoscaling group are critical. Pods that run user sessions, such as engine pods and
Spark executor pods, are also considered critical, and are marked as not safe to evict. CML system services that are
deployed as daemonsets (they run on all nodes in the cluster) are deemed important, but not critical. These pods are
marked as “safe-to-evict” by autoscaling.
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